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MAJOR
PROJECTS
Over the course of the past year, a number of external research funds have
contributed to the launch of new projects, the hiring of research students or
the acquisition of strategic equipment for the various laboratories at ÉTS.
The following is a list of some of the promising projects that were launched in
2014-2015.
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Funding
organization

Researchers

AmorChem

Yvan Petit

Title
(Partners)

Development of a Medical Device to be Used to Repair
Greater Trochanter Fractures
(Hôpital du Sacré-Cœur de Montréal and Univalor)
Conception d’un instrument médical pour réparer les fractures du grand
trochanter

CRC

Ilian Bonev

Renewal of the Canada Research Chair in Precision Robotics
Renouvellement de la Chaire de recherche du Canada en robotique de précision

CRIAQ

René Jr. Landry

Interference Mitigation in Satellite Communication – AVIO-601
(MacDonald Dettwiler and Ass., Atem Canada)
Réduction des interférences dans les communications satellites – AVIO-601

CRIAQ NSERC (CRD)

Ghizlane
El Boussaidi

Specification and Verification of Design Models for Certifiable Avionics
Software/Test Automation Using TTCN-3 – AVIO-604/605
(Concordia University, CSCAN, CMC Electronics)

CRIAQ - GARDN

Ruxandra Botez

Flight Management Performance Optimization II
(CMC Electronics)

NSERC (CRD)

Claude Thibeault

AnARM - Low-Power Highly Testable Asynchronous Processor
(Prompt – Octasic Inc.)

NSERC (CRD)

Maarouf Saad

Impact of Integrating Renewable Energy into Distribution Networks
(IREQ)
Impact de l’intégration de l’énergie renouvelable distribuée dans les réseaux
de distribution

NSERC (CRD) MEDTEQ

Rita Noumeir,
Georges Kaddoum

Real-time Telemedicine for Emergency Medical Evacuation by Air Transportation
(Star-Navigation, Silkan, Airmedic, Université de Montréal, École
Polytechnique de Montréal, UHC Ste-Justine)

NSERC SSHRC - CFI

Mohamed Cheriet

Global current: Cultures of Literary Networks 1050-1900
(McGill University, Stanford University, University of Groningen)

NSERC (CRD) Prompt

Mohamed Cheriet

Smart Virtual Wan Hypervisor for Environmental-aware Inter-Data Center
Network (Ciena Canada Inc., Inocybe Technologies Inc.)

CFI
(Digging Into
Data Challenge)

Mohamed Cheriet

Global current: Cultures of Literary Networks 1050-1900 Testbed
(MÉES, IBM Canada Ltd.)

IRSST

Jérémie Voix

Development of a Method for Measuring Actual Exposure to Noise While Wearing
Hearing Protection and Application in the Development of Dosimetric Hearing
Protectors
Développement d’une méthode de mesure de l’exposition sonore effective sous
un protecteur auditif et application au développement de protecteurs auditifs
dosimétriques

SAQ

Michel Vaillancourt,
Alan Carter et
Daniel Perraton

Research Project on the Integration and Repurposing of Post-Consumer
Glass in Roadway Structures and Coated Material
(Mitacs, MÉSI)
Projet de recherche sur l’incorporation et la valorisation du verre de
postconsommation dans les structures de chaussées et les enrobés bitumineux
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MAIN RESEARCH
FUNDING CATEGORIES

Scholarships for graduate and post-graduate studies
are included in total funding.
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OVERVIEW:
KEY FIGURES…
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…AND
KEY MESSAGES
Dear readers and friends,1
Once again this year, it gives me great pleasure to
present you with an overview of the tremendous
successes that École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS)
has enjoyed in the area of research in 2014-2015.
One of the most satisfying consequences of the
growth that ÉTS has been experiencing for a number
of years is that it has allowed us to expand our
horizons. In fact, positive results have been rolling in
ever since the launch of our Research growth project
in 2014, in the areas of quantitative results, scientific
impacts, infrastructure growth and future prospects.
It starts with the increase in admissions, which now
ranks ÉTS among the largest engineering schools in
Canada with 10,500 students, including 2,500 at the
graduate and doctoral levels (600 Ph.D. students). In
addition, we currently have 91 post-doctorate workterm students contributing to the advancement of our
research projects. The number of students involved in
work-terms has more than doubled over the last two
years, and the post-doctoral/doctoral ratio at ÉTS is
among the best in the country.
Of course, all of this training of young researchers
requires guidance and instruction, which also
means recruiting new professors. Toward this end,
ÉTS developed a hiring plan that would allow it to

7th

Growth in
research funding

1

welcome 50 new professors between 2014 and 2024,
including 10 who were hired during the first year.
The plan also anticipates replacing professors who
will be taking a well-deserved retirement, increasing
the number of new talents to be recruited to close to
80. This represents a formidable challenge, but also
attests to a young university that is in full growth
mode.
This is a very exciting prospect. In the highly
competitive world of scientific research, what
could be more satisfying than attracting the most
promising new talent in leading fields such as new
materials, additive manufacturing, healthcare
technologies and artificial intelligence? Thanks to
our leading-edge infrastructure, a highly stimulating
working environment and our enviable reputation
around the world, ÉTS is in a position to attract the
most highly sought-after candidates from right here
at home and from the rest of the French-speaking
world. In fact, some of these new talents are already
leading some of the seven ÉTS research chairs that
were launched in November of 2014 for a period of
three years (pp. 12-13).
This increase in research assets has also influenced
university performance indicators (Research
Infosource, Canada’s Top 50 Research Universities
2015), resulting in ÉTS obtaining the following
rankings at the end of 2014:

15th

30th

Research intensity
($/prof.)

Total research funding
14th (non-medical)
2nd (single faculty)

Please note that the reference period in question is April 1, 2014 to March 31, 2015.
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21st

Overall rank

(up by 3 places)

In terms of research infrastructure, ÉTS and its
industrial partners can now take advantage of
an open lab for the advanced characterization
of materials. This laboratory will house a range
of state-of-the-art equipment that will allow for
characterization of the structural and mechanical
properties of advanced materials, which is a strong
growth sector.

few months. This new service will allow studentresearchers, many of whom (45%) hail from other
countries, to take advantage of improved social
integration (sense of belonging, orientation),
scientific activities (conferences, competitions)
and cross-curricular skills (management, finances,
intellectual property, writing, etc.).
With respect to scientific advances achieved by our
research professors, I encourage you to read about
eight of these experts in the following pages (pp. 1429). Each professor represents one of our major R&D
areas, as illustrated in the Strategic Research Plan
(pp. 10-11).

The business model for this new structure, a first at
ÉTS, will allow us to better serve our research teams
while maintaining our support for our industrial
partners, regardless of their size, thanks to very
advantageous rates. This model will also ensure
ongoing maintenance, training and user services.
ÉTS is attempting to attain two objectives with
this no-cost structure: ensuring the longevity and
maintenance of our inventory of equipment, and
guaranteeing accessibility to all users by charging
minimum fees and maximizing the level of use.

I would like to conclude this message by
acknowledging the substantial contribution made
by the entire ÉTS community. The success of ÉTS in
the area of research is only possible thanks to the
sustained and concerted efforts of our professors,
research professionals, post-graduate and doctoral
students, and of course, our entire support staff.

In keeping with this growth, which has allowed us
to welcome new researchers, ÉTS will be opening
its École doctorale et postdoctorale (doctoral and
post-doctoral school) over the course of the next

Thank you, and congratulations to everyone!
Sylvain G. Cloutier,
Dean of Research
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ENGINEERING SCIENCES
Ideation and design
Modelling, simulation, analysis, optimization
Operations management, production management,
supply chain management
Project management, life cycle analysis, certification
Innovation management

SOFTWARE AND COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
Software engineering, security, biometry, surveillance
Multimedia: AI, computer graphics, interfaces, video,
vision, voice, digital documents
Maintenance, quality, embedded systems

MATERIALS AND FABRICATION

Machine components: pressure tanks, seals, tribology and gears
Fabrication: clean, high-speed and high-performance
machining

ENERGY

Characterization of materials and in situ testing;
development of advanced materials
Nanotechnologies

Electric power generation, transportation and distribution
Power electronics, energy efficiency
Renewable energies


Thermal energy, energy conversion, biofuels



Aerodynamics, aeroservoelasticity



Manufacturing processes, in-service performance, avionics


Public transportation, cyber-transportation



Propulsion and gas turbine engines

Climate change
Construction, urban infrastructures, rehabilitation
Roads, bituminous materials
Soil decontamination, water treatment, recycling

Electro-optical and RF devices, microsystems, sensors, MEMS, RFID
Microelectronics, LTCC microfabrication
Telecoms

HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES

Machine dynamics and vibration

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES (ICT)

Manufacturing systems, robotics, automation

ENVIRONMENT AND CONSTRUCTION

Product development and prototyping, manufacturing
process optimization

AEROSPACE AND LAND TRANSPORTATION

ENABLING TECHNOLOGIES

BUSINESS SECTORS

Biomechanics and biomaterials
Medical imaging and devices
Occupational health and safety
Telehealth, electronic patient records
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STRATEGIC
RESEARCH
PLAN
To provide an accurate representation of the scope and
specificity of the research initiatives undertaken at ÉTS, we have
created a matrix featuring our eight major domains of R&D. The
first five domains (columns) correspond to business sectors
recognized as key by the economic milieu, industrial clusters,
and various levels of government. Active fields of research at ÉTS
that belong to one or another of these major domains are listed
at the bottom of each column.
The three enabling technologies (rows) correspond to leading
approaches in engineering R&D, ranging from the most
theoretical (ideation and design) to the most tangible and/or
practical (materials characterization, nanotechnologies). In turn,
these three domains, which are of competitive interest to all
business sectors, encompass various categories of activity.
The table clearly reveals the interdependence among sectors
and technologies, enabling the positioning of each professor and
each research project at a point where a business sector and an
enabling technology meet.
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CHAIRS AND RESEARCH
UNITS BY SECTOR
OF ACTIVITY
AEROSPACE AND LAND TRANSPORTATION
NSERC/P&WC Industrial Research Chair on Propulsion System Integration and Optimization
Canada Research Chair for Aircraft Modelling and Simulation Technologies
Industrial Research Chair in Forming Technologies of High-Strength Alloys (CM2P)
ÉTS Research Chair on Rehabilitation and Strengthening of Civil Infrastructures
ÉTS Research Chair on Engineering of Processing, Materials and Structures for Additive Manufacturing
Aeronautical Research Laboratory in Active Control, Avionics and Aeroservoelasticity – LARCASE
Composite Materials Manufacturing and Characterization Laboratory – LFCMC
Laboratory of Space Technologies, Embedded Systems, Navigation and Avionic – LASSENA
Machine Dynamics, Structures and Processes Team – DYNAMO
Optimization of Aerospace Manufacturing Processes Laboratory – LOPFA
Products, Processes, and Systems Engineering Laboratory – LIPPS
Shape Memory Alloys and Intelligent Systems Laboratory – LAMSI
Thermo-Fluids for Transport Laboratory – TFT

ENERGY
Canada Research Chair in Electrical Energy Conversion and in Power Electronics
ÉTS Chair on Power Systems Security
Power Electronics and Industrial Control Research Group – GREPCI

ENVIRONMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
Canada Research Chair in Characterization of Contaminated Sites
Pomerleau Industrial Research Chair in the Integration of Construction Practices and Technologies
ÉTS Research Chair on Blends and Nanocomposites Based on Thermoplastics
Engineering for Sustainable Development Laboratory – LIDD
Geotechnical and Geoenvironmental Engineering Laboratory – LG2
Pavement and bituminous materials laboratory – LCMB
Research Group in Integrated and Sustainable Construction – GRIDD
Research group specialized in Development and Applied Research in Environmental Modeling – DRAME
Research team specialized in Development and Research on Structures and Rehabilitation – DRSR
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HEALTH TECHNOLOGIES
Canada Research Chair in Biomaterials and Endovascular Implants
Canada Research Chair in Engineering Innovations in Spinal Trauma
Canada Research Chair in Precision Robotics
Canada Research Chair on 3D Imaging and Biomedical Engineering
Chaire de recherche en orthopédie Marie-Lou et Yves Cotrel de l’Université de Montréal et de l’ÉTS
Sonomax – ÉTS Industrial Research Chair in In-Ear Technologies
ÉTS Research Chair on Interactive Robotics
ÉTS Research Chair on Artificial Intelligence in Medical Imaging
Biomedical Information Processing Laboratory – LATIS
Control and Robotics Laboratory – CoRo
Interventional Imaging Laboratory – LIVE
Laboratoire d'imagerie et d'orthopédie – LIO
Occupational Safety Research Team – ÉREST

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES
NSERC-Ultra Electronics Chair on Wireless Emergency and Tactical Communications
Canada Research Chair in Hybrid Optoelectronic Materials and Devices
Canada Research Chair in Smart Sustainable Eco-Cloud
Dr. Richard J. Marceau Chair on Wireless IP Technology for Developing Countries
Vantrix Industrial Research Chair in Video Optimization
ÉTS Research Chair on Adaptive and Evolutive Surveillance Systems in Dynamic Environments
ÉTS Research Chair on Physical Layer Security in Wireless Networks
Cognitive and Semantic Interpretation Engineering Laboratory – LINCS
Communications and Microelectronic Integration Laboratory – LACIME
Computer System Architecture Research Laboratory – LASI
Imaging, Vision and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory – LIVIA
Multimedia Communication in Telepresence – Synchromedia
Multimedia Research Laboratory – LABMULTIMEDIA
Organizational Engineering Research Laboratory for the Digital Enterprise – NUMERIX
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PROFESSOR RACHID AISSAOUI

A FASCINATION
WITH HUMAN
WALKING
The prevalence of osteoarthritis of
the knee has risen to alarming levels
in Canada. The direct health care
costs related to this pathology total
billions of dollars. Rachid Aissaoui
has devoted his research skills to
developing new technologies that will
lead to determining the onset and the
stage of progression of this disease and
that will be used in the development
of personalized rehabilitation therapy
programs for individuals afflicted with
osteoarthritis. He is also interested
in other health pathologies, such as
stroke and spinal cord injury.
Rachid Aissaoui is fascinated by the
dynamics of movement, and has always
been interested in 3-D modelling of
human locomotion, the assessment
of postural support devices and
wheelchair mobility. He is an Associate
Professor and Researcher at ÉTS and
at the University of Montreal Hospital
Research Centre (CRCHUM), and is
a Research Associate at the Centre
for Interdisciplinary Research in
Rehabilitation of Greater Montreal
(CRIR).
Modelling for purposes of human
locomotion
His work focuses on two main
areas of research: biomechanics
and rehabilitation engineering. His
research involves the development
of models intended to improve our
understanding of the mechanism of
walking and to measure friction, contact
surfaces, compensation and muscular

control during regular daily activities
(walking, climbing stairs, sitting down
and standing up, etc.), with a view to
establishing a link between changes in
muscular control and the deterioration
of the cartilage. Many of his research
hypotheses have been verified recently,
opening the door to a new approach to
understanding the mechanisms related
to the progression of osteoarthritis of
the knee.
Rehabilitation engineering
Professor Aissaoui is currently studying
the possibility of correcting the gait of
individuals afflicted with osteoarthritis
of the knee or of those who have
suffered strokes with the help of an
avatar that perfectly reproduces patient
behaviour, and with which the latter
must develop a true “embodiment”
relationship. He is also working on
upgrading a propulsion simulator with
a view to changing the way paraplegics
use their muscles, along with other
research projects of a non-medical
nature.
Medicine and engineering:
Transdisciplinary research
Rachid Aissaoui could have followed
his family’s tradition and chosen the
medical profession, but he preferred
engineering. Perhaps as a way to avoid
straying too far from his roots, his
current evolution is as much at home in
the medical as the engineering sector.
Combining the fields of clinical research
and engineering, his work is truly
transdisciplinary.

- 15 Health Technologies
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PROFESSOR GEORGES KADDOUM

PHYSICAL LAYER
SECURITY
Services and applications that use
wireless channels are proliferating at
breakneck speed, as is the quantity
of personal data that they transmit,
especially within the context of online
financial transactions. The use of
radio waves for transmitting this
information means that the technology
is subject to attack. One researcher
at ÉTS has made the physical layer
security of wireless networks the main
subject of his research.
Georges Kaddoum is an Electrical
Engineer who holds a Master’s degree
and a Ph.D. in Signal Processing and
Telecommunications. He has been a
Professor at ÉTS since 2013, and has
developed a passion for secure wireless
communication systems. In 2014, he
was granted the ÉTS Research Chair
on Physical Layer Security in Wireless
Networks.
A field of research that is growing in
popularity
The physical layer is the first layer of the
OSI (Open Systems Interconnection)
model, which categorizes the functions
of communication between open
systems into seven layers. Professor
Kaddoum’s work focuses on exploiting
the properties of this layer in order
to enhance the security of data
transmission. Over time, the new
strategies that are developed will
increase the level of security provided
by current cryptographic techniques.

Georges Kaddoum is also working on a
number of other major projects, one of
which involves real-time telemedicine
on aircraft, in collaboration with UHC
Sainte-Justine. The young researcher is
responsible for the component involving
the transmission of crucial medical data
for in-flight patients in the absence of
a doctor, so that their condition can
be monitored and proper care can be
administered upon landing.
He is also involved in the development
of high spectral efficiency modulations
and the improvement of the energy
efficiency of networks of wireless
sensors, among many other projects.
Open to the world
Although he is passionate about his
cutting-edge work, “the human factor”
has always been Georges Kaddoum’s
highest priority. When speaking about
the world of research, he talks of “his
community”, within which everyone has
a part to play and which has a global
impact. At 30-plus years old, this young
researcher knows something about such
a global impact, having already lived on
three different continents.
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Information and Communications
technologies (ICT)
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PROFESSOR DANIEL FORGUES

BIM: A PARADIGM
SHIFT IN THE
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRY
When it comes to innovation, the
Québec construction industry lags
far behind other Western countries,
such as England and the United
States. However, this trend may be
changing thanks to one experienced
researcher who is working on the
adoption of Building Information
Modelling (BIM), a new collaborative
and multidisciplinary approach for the
completion of construction projects
that focuses on optimizing the flow of
information.

companies involved in the work use
different computer programs that do
not communicate with each other. What
is the solution? BIM, a digital model
shared by all of the stakeholders in a
project, which allows for the flow of
information to be optimized. One of
the researcher’s objectives is to put
together a solid multidisciplinary team
in order to promote the enhancement
of knowledge and experiences and
develop best practices for implementing
this innovative platform.

Backed by more than 25 years of field
experience, Daniel Forgues has been
a Full Professor in the Construction
Engineering Department at ÉTS
for 11 years, and is one of the few
researchers in this field in Canada. CoFounder and Director of the Research
Group in Integrated and Sustainable
Construction (GRIDD), he holds also
the Pomerleau Industrial Research
Chair in the Integration of Construction
Practices and Technologies.

Québec and industry choose BIM
The applied research work carried
out by Daniel Forgues and his large
team has generated a great deal of
interest. A project is underway with the
Société québécoise des infrastructures
(SQI) to implement BIM in the Québec
construction industry. It is estimated
that the use of BIM could result in
10% to 30% savings in construction
costs. Considering the fact that
investment in construction in Québec
was approximately $45.4B in 2014, the
impact of implementing such a measure
becomes clear.

Fragmentation of the industry, an
obstacle
Professor Forgues believes that the
organization of work in the construction
industry is still based on the trade
guilds of the Middle Ages, which
would explain the fragmentation that
underlies the execution of construction
projects and results in work sites
where “everyone is talking, but nobody
is understanding”. All of the various

Daniel Forgues gets bored easily. He
is an Architect by training, a project
management expert, a Professor at an
engineering school and a computer
specialist who understands how
multidisciplinarity can become a way of
life. He talks about retiring, but nobody
believes him.

- 19 Environment and Construction
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PROFESSOR RENÉ JR. LANDRY

EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS: THE ART
OF DOING MORE
WITH LESS
Embedded systems, or autonomous
software and electronic systems that
function within a mobile environment,
are widely used in the transportation
industry. René Jr. Landry, Professor
at ÉTS, has devoted all of his research
work to this field. In 1999, he founded
the Laboratory of Space Technologies,
Embedded Systems, Navigation and
Avionics (LASSENA), which he still
leads.

RADARSAT satellite signals. They are
also working on the possibility of
combining all of the aircraft avionics and
communication system functionalities
into a single system, called softwaredefined-avionic, in order to enhance
the security and avionic performance of
aircrafts.

The challenge of limited resources
When using embedded systems, the
challenge is always the same: how to
“do more and do better with less”, and
at a lower cost. Developers must employ
resource-efficient strategies in order to
maximize the functionalities based on
the available resources.
Space, sky and ground applications…
The LASSENA brings together
approximately fifty researchers and
students from all levels to work on
projects aimed at developing terrestrial
and aerospace applications for both the
civilian and military sectors. Working
in collaboration with major industry
stakeholders, Professor Landry and his
team focus on innovative applications
involving embedded systems.
More specifically, they are working on
interference-management systems
for satellite applications and on a
groundbreaking embedded system
for worldwide environmental data
collection that operates thanks to

René Jr. Landry is also interested
in navigation within GPS-denied
environments, and is working on
technologies that will circumvent these
limitations. His team was involved in the
development of the Ajusto software that
is used by Desjardins Insurance, which
is a vehicle monitoring and driving
diagnostic system that, when installed
in a vehicle, allows the behaviour of the
driver to be studied. Since introducing
this software, his team has been working
to develop a black box that is capable
of doing much more, in particular to
analyse accidents.
Since his childhood, René Jr. Landry
dreamed of becoming an astronaut.
What sets him apart is that he actually
submitted his application to the
Canadian Space Agency. While waiting
for his chance to maybe go to space one
day, he developed another passion:
aviation. He is now a pilot, and he
encourages his students to obtain
their certification as well, because
he believes that this type of training
represents an invaluable asset for
anyone who is planning a career in the
aerospace industry.

- 21 Aerospace and Land Transportation
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PROFESSOR DANIELLE MONFET

CONTINUOUS
EVALUATION
OF ENERGY
PERFORMANCE
We generally pay more attention to
the question of energy efficiency
during the design phase of
buildings. However, 65% of the
energy consumption and 80% of the
environmental footprint occur during
the operation phase of the “life cycle”
of a building. In light of this, Danielle
Monfet, a Construction Engineering
Professor and Researcher at ÉTS,
has focused her research work on
the development of new techniques
for evaluating and improving energy
performance with a focus on building
operation.

possible to evaluate various operation
scenarios in order to improve energy
performance, to measure the impact of
maintenance activities on the energy
performance of the heating, ventilation
and air conditioning (HVAC) systems,
and finally, to develop preventive
maintenance plans that can be easily
adapted to other buildings with similar
functions.

Professor Monfet specializes in building
energy modelling and efficiency, and
in the continuous commissioning of
a building’s mechanical systems. She
is also Co-Director of the Research
Group in Integrated and Sustainable
Construction (GRIDD) with Professor
Daniel Forgues, an expert in BIM
(Building Information Model).
BIM for evaluating the performance of
a building
Working in partnership with industry,
and thanks to the NSERC Engage Grants
Program, she is currently completing
a project that aims to develop an
approach that will combine BIM with
energy simulation tools.
The creation of a building energy model
calibrated with measured data will
enable the development of a virtual
representation of its operation from an
energy perspective. This will make it

Formalizing recognized practices in the
industry
Danielle Monfet’s team recently
produced a number of guides, including
the Guide de conception d’un bâtiment
performant (Design guide for highperformance buildings), which is
intended for design professionals, and
especially architects and engineers, so
that they can adopt the most effective
integrated approach for the design of
highly energy-efficient buildings.
A focus on wellness
Danielle Monfet loves to take care of
other people. She could have become
a pastry chef, opened a café or been a
yoga instructor. Among all the careers
that she would have enjoyed, nothing
surpassed her passion for mathematics.
Today, she is dedicated to creating
a balance between maintaining the
quality of indoor building environments
(e.g.: ensuring thermal comfort)
and reasonable levels of energy
consumption. This is just one more way
in which she contributes to the wellness
of those around her.

- 23 Energy
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PROFESSOR CHRISTIAN DESROSIERS

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE:
MAKING COMPUTERS
SMARTER
Unlike the first “intelligent”
computers, which had to be provided
with a precise set of rules, systems
with integrated machine learning
functions learn how to accomplish
complex tasks on their own, such as
detecting anomalies or analyzing
images. However, they still have to be
given the means to accomplish this.
Christian Desrosiers, Professor and
Researcher at ÉTS, has dedicated the
majority of his research to this area,
and to datamining.

Multiple applications
Professor Desrosiers is working on
developing a tool that will allow for the
identification of abnormal behaviours
in spatiotemporal data. In addition,
he is committed to developing new
methods for facilitating a process called
“tractography”, which involves the
visualization and analysis of numerous
fibers in the brain with a view to
reconstructing their path. Thanks to
MRI data, he is also exploring the use of
biomarkers, which may allow for healthy
subjects to be distinguished from those
who suffer from certain brain diseases,
like Alzheimer’s or autism. Finally, he
is interested in RFID technology within
the context of a research project in the
completely unrelated field of security.

Datamining is a field of research that
uses certain concepts belonging to the
area of machine learning in order to
identify noteworthy patterns within
an immense quantity of raw data. This
technique is used in industry in the
detection of fraudulent transactions or
the automated suggestion of products,
among other uses. These are tasks that
humans could accomplish, but that
would take them an enormous amount
of time, because of the vast quantity of
information to be processed.
Applying machine learning to image
analysis has generated a great deal of
interest, especially at the clinical level.
Human beings are able to recognize
certain elements in an image, whereas
a computer sees only pixels. Professor
Desrosiers is working to teaching
computers that a specific group of pixels
corresponds to a specific element. This
is a very long-term project, but it is
worth the effort, because we are getting
closer to a computer that can do what
humans can do.

Is Christian Desrosiers an engineer,
a mathematician or a computer
specialist? Good question, he says!
One thing is for sure, he is a scientist to
the bone, during the week and even on
weekends. When he wants to relax, he
reads science fiction or biographies,
including Steve Jobs and Albert Einstein
most recently. Maybe he is trying to
convince himself that, despite it all, man
is still more intelligent than a computer.
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PROFESSOR RITA NOUMEIR

BIOMEDICAL
ENGINEERING
AS A DIAGNOSTIC
TOOL
The Electronic Health Record (EHR)
is an excellent tool for doctors when
they have to make a remote diagnosis.
In many situations, rapid access to
the medical images (PET, MRI, scans,
X-rays, echograms, etc.) contained
in the EHR is crucial. However, the
compression level required for
transmitting these images presents a
number of challenges.
Professor Rita Noumeir focuses her
research on interoperability in the
healthcare sector, the analysis and
visualization of medical images and the
architecture of systems and software
applications. She holds a Master’s
degree and a Ph.D. in Biomedical
Engineering from École Polytechnique
de Montréal, and is internationally
recognized as an expert in the field of
“electronic health”. Her research has
led to the definition of EHR architecture,
which has been adopted as the standard
in many countries.
RGB-D images and their transmission:
A new field of research
Video acquisition techniques have
evolved spectacularly, but the
transmission of “heavy” images that
must be compressed without diminishing
their diagnostic quality remains a major
problem. This is the challenge that Rita
Noumeir has taken up.

Leadership role
These images are useful for obtaining
second opinions, or even first opinions,
whether patients are in a trauma
situation, in a remote location or on an
aircraft with no access to a doctor. The
transmitted images and data can allow
a healthcare team to monitor patients
remotely, manage their progress and
properly prepare for their arrival at the
hospital. This is one more use for image
compression, and it is the subject of one
of Rita Noumeir’s research projects.
Detecting activity
Her expertise is also sought after in
other fields, such as activity detection.
More specifically, this involves
developing algorithms that allow for
the detection of “noteworthy events”
(e.g.: respiratory distress) involving
individuals, and intervention in case of
emergency.
Although facilitating diagnosis is
the ultimate goal of Rita Noumeir’s
health-related research activities,
images in general are also her passion.
If she was not a researcher, she would
have become a artist. In fact, it’s not
uncommon to find her with her colors in
her spare time, looking for another way
to “create” images.
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PROFESSOR PIERRE BÉLANGER

ULTRASONIC
GUIDED WAVES
FOR APPLICATIONS
IN INDUSTRY AND
MEDICINE
At a time when corrosion in pipelines
is causing major environmental and
security concerns, one ÉTS professor
and researcher’s doctoral thesis
focuses on the use of ultrasonic guided
waves to map the thickness of material
on corroded structures.
Pierre Bélanger, who is a world leader
in the field of ultrasonic guided waves,
joined the ÉTS team in 2013, after
earning his Ph.D. from the highly
selective Imperial College London in
England. Since that time, his research
has focused on propagation modes for
these types of waves and the possibility
of adapting them for different industrial
and biomedical applications. This is a
field with a very promising future.
What are ultrasonic guided waves?
They can be described as elastic waves
that can propagate over distances
that may exceed 100 m, thanks to the
low frequency used to activate them.
The oil and gas industry uses these
waves in the context of non-destructive
inspections (characterization without
deterioration). The low ecological
footprint and low cost make this a very
attractive technology. However, using
these waves is complex, and modelling
is required. This is one of Professor
Bélanger’s areas of expertise.

Research strategy
This young researcher stands out for
his work with slightly different types
of waves and propagation modes
that have not been studied before.
His experience in the development of
instrumentation and the modelling of
complex dynamic systems is invaluable,
because he is often required to develop
new transducers in order to “excite”
the waves in areas that are difficult to
access.
Diagnosing osteoporosis
Working together with many other
professors, research teams and
students, Pierre Bélanger is involved
in a number of projects, and is working
toward developing highly innovative
techniques. For example, his research
in the area of medical engineering has
led him to study the use of guided waves
for diagnosing osteoporosis, or even
for assessing the elasticity of the spinal
cord in spinal cord injury cases.
The propagation limit for guided waves
may be 100 m, but Pierre Bélanger has
always been committed to going farther.
A speed junkie, he has even followed in
the footsteps of some of the greatest
racers in the Tour de France, having
taken part in an Étape du Tour. Now that
he has two young children, he has grown
wiser, and is content with his city bike.
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ROBOTS OF TODAY AND TOMORROW (LA SPHÈRE)
February 2015
“Thanks to Amazon, we can now lease calculation time, have 2,000 computers at our
disposal and save three weeks compared to calculating with one computer. As a result,
what we call machine learning is in the process of exploding, and will probably see
incredible progress over the next 10 years.” – Vincent Duchaine, Professor of Automated
Manufacturing Engineering

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: THE CEMENT THAT HOLDS A
SMART CITY TOGETHER
August 2014
If a smart city is built on the flow of data, then the data itself is not the intelligence of the
city. According to François Coallier, Professor in the Software Engineering and Information
Technology Department at ÉTS: “Sensors are just beasts of burden, they aren’t intelligent.
Sensors measure things. Intelligence is what we do with the data in order to transform it
into useful information, among other things. A system is needed to process the data in real
time. That is where the software engineer and the system engineer come in.”

UNCERTAINTY IN THE WIND ENERGY SECTOR
February 2015
“There is always a margin of error with wind turbines, and the industry is attempting to
decrease the level of uncertainty, especially within an economic context that forces us to be
more competitive”, explains Professor Masson, also a member of the Research Laboratory
on the Nordic Environment Aerodynamics of Wind Turbines (NEAT). “The closer we can
get to accurately predicting what can be produced, the more accurately we will be able to
evaluate the potential profits.”

UNIVERSITIES AND COMPANIES: FIVE INNOVATIONS IN CIVIL
ENGINEERING
February 2015
Extending the life cycle of infrastructure assets. Thanks to the work of Omar Chaallal,
Director of the ÉTS Research team specialized in Development and Research on Structures
and Rehabilitation, structures can now be reinforced so that they last a dozen more
years. He explains: “Our carbon-fibre based composite material is affixed to the surface.
Application is easy and the material is inert to corrosion.”
The material is used by Sika in Pointe-Claire. The Champlain Bridge is only the beginning.
According to the researcher: “There are 9,000 bridges in Québec, and 50% of them need to
be replaced or reinforced.”

ENGINEERS: FROM THE LAB TO THE MARKET
November 2014
Jonathan Coulombe, a Master’s student at ÉTS, noticed that “there is a void in the market”.
He created his company, called Mecademic, to provide universities with affordable,
industrial-quality educational robots.
Mecademic’s timing was perfect. According to Ilian Bonev, ÉTS Professor and Scientific
Advisor for Mecademic “Sales of industrial robots are growing. Many start-up companies
are attempting to gain market share with small, low-cost robots.” The DexTAR educational
robot is Mecademic’s first product. It sells for $6,999 and is designed for teaching robotics.
Orders have already come in from professors in France and the United States.
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ÉTS AND ITS
PROFESSORS
IN QUÉBEC
MEDIA
CHIN STRAP MAKES ELECTRICITY FROM CHEWING
September 2014
Dr. Aidin Delnavaz and Dr. Jeremie Voix, Mechanical Engineers at École de technologie
supérieure in Montreal, Canada, suggest that jaw movements are a promising candidate
for harvesting natural energy. The pair, who work on auditory technology like powered
ear-muffs and cochlear implants, are keen to put that energy to work and decrease reliance
on disposable batteries.

THE POWER OF THE GASPÉ
April 2014
Christian Masson undertook a tour of companies in order to understand the needs that they
are currently experiencing. “I believe that it is important to know what these companies
and the institutions that are working in this area […] are expecting from the next generation
of engineers. As a university professor, I feel that it is crucial to understand how our students
can enhance the value of their future skills. We must think about exporting our knowledge
now. We have to look closely at emerging markets like China or India. There is a lot to be
done!”

SEALING LEAKS (LE CODE CHASTENAY)
December 2014
Sophie Lerouge, an expert in biomaterials and endovascular implants at École de
technologie supérieure, has created an amazing injectable gel that seals leaks in aortic
endoprostheses.
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École de technologie supérieure (ÉTS), part of the
Université du Québec network, educates professional
engineers and researchers who are recognized for
their practical and innovative approach. Ranked 21st
among engineering schools and faculties in Canada,
ÉTS is home to approximately 50 research chairs,
centres and laboratories, with which numerous
professors, post-graduate students and doctoral
students are associated. This synergy of expertise
and excellence contributes to scientific progress,
increased industrial productivity and quality and
the training of a highly qualified workforce.

For more information concerning the research
chairs, laboratories and groups at ÉTS, please
consult the Research and Innovation section of the
ÉTS website, at www.etsmtl.ca.

“Genius is one percent inspiration and ninety-nine
percent perspiration.“
Thomas A. Edison.

ets
mtl
.ca
Dean of Research and Technology Transfer Office: 514-396-8829
Information and registration for post-graduate studies: 514-396-8888
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